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trained personnel and the scarcity of newertrained personnel and the scarcity of newer

antidepressants in the public sector makesantidepressants in the public sector makes

the use of evidence-based treatment meth-the use of evidence-based treatment meth-

ods impractical in developing countries.ods impractical in developing countries.

However, as Dr Crawford (2004) pointsHowever, as Dr Crawford (2004) points

out, this does not mean that the likelihoodout, this does not mean that the likelihood

of recovery from depression is worse thanof recovery from depression is worse than

in resource-rich regions.in resource-rich regions.

Even though there is limited accessEven though there is limited access

to specialised mental health services andto specialised mental health services and

newer antidepressant medication, manynewer antidepressant medication, many

developing countries have evolved innova-developing countries have evolved innova-

tive techniques to overcome these apparenttive techniques to overcome these apparent

hurdles (Swartz & Rollman, 2003). Thehurdles (Swartz & Rollman, 2003). The

majority of patients are treated effectivelymajority of patients are treated effectively

using older and cheaper antidepressants.using older and cheaper antidepressants.

Electroconvulsive therapy is used widelyElectroconvulsive therapy is used widely

in a more liberal manner than in the West;in a more liberal manner than in the West;

one reason being the need for a quickone reason being the need for a quick

cure to decrease the patient load, whichcure to decrease the patient load, which

is far greater than the number of bedsis far greater than the number of beds

available. Cognitive–behavioural therapyavailable. Cognitive–behavioural therapy

is an affordable form of psychotherapy thatis an affordable form of psychotherapy that

is used. Even in the absence of formal psy-is used. Even in the absence of formal psy-

chological interventions, the closely knitchological interventions, the closely knit

extended families and networks of friendsextended families and networks of friends

provide supportive therapy in an informalprovide supportive therapy in an informal

manner.manner.

In addition, the available primaryIn addition, the available primary

health care facilities are used in an effectivehealth care facilities are used in an effective

manner to combat the difficulties createdmanner to combat the difficulties created

by inadequate resources. One such exampleby inadequate resources. One such example

is the Chinese model of village healthis the Chinese model of village health

workers functioning at a local level to iden-workers functioning at a local level to iden-

tify patients in need and referring to medi-tify patients in need and referring to medi-

cal personnel in local clinics (Swartz &cal personnel in local clinics (Swartz &

Rollman, 2003).Rollman, 2003).

In Iran the concept of health houses hasIn Iran the concept of health houses has

been reported, where local inhabitants arebeen reported, where local inhabitants are

screened for mental and physical illnessesscreened for mental and physical illnesses

by health workers, and patients presentingby health workers, and patients presenting

with more complex problems are referredwith more complex problems are referred

on for more intensive care (Swartz &on for more intensive care (Swartz &

Rollman, 2003).Rollman, 2003).

These models employed in some devel-These models employed in some devel-

oping countries in response to the scarcityoping countries in response to the scarcity

of resources should be commended. Insteadof resources should be commended. Instead

of letting what we do not have incapacitateof letting what we do not have incapacitate

us, it is time we made use of our existing re-us, it is time we made use of our existing re-

sources to provide better care for peoplesources to provide better care for people

with mental illnesses.with mental illnesses.
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ADHD in developing countriesADHD in developing countries

It is with much interest that we read theIt is with much interest that we read the

editorial on attention-deficit hyperactivityeditorial on attention-deficit hyperactivity

disorder (ADHD) by Paul McArdledisorder (ADHD) by Paul McArdle

(2004). The argument regarding culture(2004). The argument regarding culture

and ADHD was of particular interest to us.and ADHD was of particular interest to us.

ADHD is a condition that wasADHD is a condition that was

unheard of in developing countries a fewunheard of in developing countries a few

decades ago. However, clinicians now seedecades ago. However, clinicians now see

it in increasing numbers. It was assumedit in increasing numbers. It was assumed

that the extended families seen in develop-that the extended families seen in develop-

ing countries act as a protective factoring countries act as a protective factor

against psychiatric illness in childhoodagainst psychiatric illness in childhood

(Nikapotha, 1991). The low prevalence(Nikapotha, 1991). The low prevalence

of ADHD in developing countries wasof ADHD in developing countries was

attributed to this. Many hypothesise thatattributed to this. Many hypothesise that

the increase in ADHD seen now is causedthe increase in ADHD seen now is caused

by the breakdown of the family networkby the breakdown of the family network

resulting from Western influences andresulting from Western influences and

urbanisation.urbanisation.

However, it is debatable whether this isHowever, it is debatable whether this is

a genuine increase in prevalence or merelya genuine increase in prevalence or merely

a perceived increase as more cases ofa perceived increase as more cases of

ADHD are detected than before. We sug-ADHD are detected than before. We sug-

gest that the breakdown of the familygest that the breakdown of the family

network may be one of the causativenetwork may be one of the causative

factors for this perceived increase. In devel-factors for this perceived increase. In devel-

oping countries with extended and closelyoping countries with extended and closely

knit families the burden of childcare wasknit families the burden of childcare was

shared among many family members. Withshared among many family members. With

the breakdown of this structure the respon-the breakdown of this structure the respon-

sibility of childcare falls solely on thesibility of childcare falls solely on the

parents. This situation is made worse byparents. This situation is made worse by

both parents having to work to meet theboth parents having to work to meet the

financial demands of a family. All thesefinancial demands of a family. All these

factors may contribute to a low level of tol-factors may contribute to a low level of tol-

erance. Parents who are unable to tolerateerance. Parents who are unable to tolerate

difficult behaviour may seek help fromdifficult behaviour may seek help from

medical professionals.medical professionals.

A decade ago difficult behaviour wasA decade ago difficult behaviour was

not perceived as requiring help or treatmentnot perceived as requiring help or treatment

from medical professionals but rather as afrom medical professionals but rather as a

situation requiring advice or discipline fromsituation requiring advice or discipline from

family elders and community leaders (Nika-family elders and community leaders (Nika-

potha, 1991). This too has now changedpotha, 1991). This too has now changed

because of increased awareness thatbecause of increased awareness that

difficult behaviour can be caused bydifficult behaviour can be caused by

psychiatric conditions.psychiatric conditions.
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One hundred years agoOne hundred years ago

Clinical notes and casesClinical notes and cases

Clinical and Pathological NotesClinical and Pathological Notes. – II. By. – II. By

Dr. M. J. NDr. M. J. NOLANOLAN, Resident Medical, Resident Medical

Superintendent, Down District Asylum,Superintendent, Down District Asylum,

Downpatrick.Downpatrick.

CCASEASE 5.5. Microcephalic idiocyMicrocephalic idiocy;; epilepsyepilepsy;;

cerebral asymmetrycerebral asymmetry;; microgyriamicrogyria;; ulegyriaulegyria;;

scalp suggestive of atavismscalp suggestive of atavism. – H. C – , æt.. – H. C – , æt.

41 years, admitted to asylum from a work-41 years, admitted to asylum from a work-

house August 4th 1902; died of epilepsyhouse August 4th 1902; died of epilepsy

December 22nd, 1902. No previous historyDecember 22nd, 1902. No previous history

obtained.obtained.

His physical appearance would haveHis physical appearance would have

rejoiced the heart of an evolutionist, asrejoiced the heart of an evolutionist, as pri-pri-

ma faciema facie he was a perfect specimen of thehe was a perfect specimen of the

Simian type. His dwarfed figure was bentSimian type. His dwarfed figure was bent

forwards; his coarse grinning face seemedforwards; his coarse grinning face seemed

to protrude from between the misshapento protrude from between the misshapen

spreading ears. The small receding skullspreading ears. The small receding skull

was encased in an ill-fitting scalp, on whichwas encased in an ill-fitting scalp, on which

the rough black hair grew in ridges. Hethe rough black hair grew in ridges. He

progressed by means of a side shuffle, pre-progressed by means of a side shuffle, pre-

serving his equilibrium by spreading outserving his equilibrium by spreading out
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his elongated forearms. He gave vent tohis elongated forearms. He gave vent to

meaningless spasmodic grunting sounds.meaningless spasmodic grunting sounds.

In personal habits he was most depraved,In personal habits he was most depraved,

showing an absolute disregard of the callsshowing an absolute disregard of the calls

of nature. His voracious appetite wasof nature. His voracious appetite was

apparently gratified by the ingestion ofapparently gratified by the ingestion of

any material. There was nothing callingany material. There was nothing calling

for special comment in the nature of his epi-for special comment in the nature of his epi-

leptic seizures, which were frequent andleptic seizures, which were frequent and

severe. He was deaf and dumb. Beyondsevere. He was deaf and dumb. Beyond

grabbing clumsily in the neighbourhood ofgrabbing clumsily in the neighbourhood of

his genitalia, he gave no indication of sex-his genitalia, he gave no indication of sex-

ual feeling. An examination as to his mentalual feeling. An examination as to his mental

faculties had an almost negative result. Hefaculties had an almost negative result. He

could not be said to possess any one ofcould not be said to possess any one of

the intellectual faculties except in the mostthe intellectual faculties except in the most

rudimentary degrees. Hence in describingrudimentary degrees. Hence in describing

his appearance it was stated he washis appearance it was stated he was primaprima

faciefacie of Simian type, but his intelligenceof Simian type, but his intelligence

was infinitely below that possessed by thewas infinitely below that possessed by the

ordinary anthropoid ape. He proved clearlyordinary anthropoid ape. He proved clearly

the force of Dr. Ireland’s contention thatthe force of Dr. Ireland’s contention that

the intelligence of a monkey is very differ-the intelligence of a monkey is very differ-

ent from that of an idiot – the gauge ofent from that of an idiot – the gauge of

the Simian intellect cannot be reached bythe Simian intellect cannot be reached by

merely deducting so much from the human.merely deducting so much from the human.

H. C – was as far below the intellectualH. C – was as far below the intellectual

level of the average ape as the latter is infer-level of the average ape as the latter is infer-

ior to the highly developed specimen atior to the highly developed specimen at

present the delight and wonder of a Londonpresent the delight and wonder of a London

music hall, where, in spotless regulationmusic hall, where, in spotless regulation

garb, he discusses with evident appreciationgarb, he discusses with evident appreciation

and discrimination the elaborateand discrimination the elaborate menumenu setset

before him. H. C – , if placed before suchbefore him. H. C – , if placed before such

a meal would have brought his voraciousa meal would have brought his voracious

appetite to play not alone on the viands,appetite to play not alone on the viands,

but on the napery, glass, and cutlery, andbut on the napery, glass, and cutlery, and

by preference would probably try the latterby preference would probably try the latter

as aas a hors d’œuvrehors d’œuvre. During his period of. During his period of

residence here it required the undividedresidence here it required the undivided

attention of the attendants to prevent himattention of the attendants to prevent him

from eating filth and garbage and otherwisefrom eating filth and garbage and otherwise

unwittingly endangering his life by senselessunwittingly endangering his life by senseless

acts.acts.
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CorrigendaCorrigenda

Components of a modern mental healthComponents of a modern mental health

service: a pragmatic balance of communityservice: a pragmatic balance of community

and hospital care. Overview of systematicand hospital care. Overview of systematic

evidence.evidence. BJPBJP,, 185185, 283–290. The second, 283–290. The second

sentence of the second paragraph in thesentence of the second paragraph in the

Results (p. 284, col. 2) should read: InResults (p. 284, col. 2) should read: In

Europe, for example, there are 5.5–20.0Europe, for example, there are 5.5–20.0

psychiatrists per 100 000 population,psychiatrists per 100 000 population,

whereas the figure is 0.05 per 100 000 inwhereas the figure is 0.05 per 100 000 in

African countries (Njenga, 2002); the aver-African countries (Njenga, 2002); the aver-

age number of psychiatric beds is 87 perage number of psychiatric beds is 87 per

100 000 in the European region and 3.4100 000 in the European region and 3.4

per 100 000 in Africa (Alem, 2002).per 100 000 in Africa (Alem, 2002).

Cost-effectiveness of computerised cognitive–Cost-effectiveness of computerised cognitive–

behavioural therapy for anxiety and depres-behavioural therapy for anxiety and depres-

sion in primary care: randomised controlledsion in primary care: randomised controlled

trial.trial. BJPBJP,, 185185, 55–62. Table 3 (p. 60),, 55–62. Table 3 (p. 60),

footnote 2 should read: 90% CI of differ-footnote 2 should read: 90% CI of differ-

ence,ence, �£28 to £148.£28 to £148.
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